Separation of DNA by free flow electrophoresis in space.
Free flow electrophoresis of a nematode C. elegans DNA was carried out on the space shuttle flight in International Microgravity Laboratory No. 2 (IML-2)., 1994. We selected the C. elegans DNA as the sample of the space experiment for free flow electrophoresis separation. This worm is a useful animal for the study of development and behavior by genetic analysis, and is a good candidate for a complete DNA sequence analysis because the haploid genome size consists of approximately 100 Mb (megabase) distributed on the six chromosomes, only 1/30 of human genome size. (Recently, the entire genomic DNA (97 Mb) sequences of C. elegans have been completed at the last December, 1998, as the first organism of multicellular system. In addition, many of the genes in C. elegans have extensive similarity to their mammalian counterparts. It may be possible to use the technology of free flow electrophoresis to contribute to the DNA analysis of the eukaryote. In this mission we attempted to make real-time communication between the space shuttle and on the ground during the electrophoresis processing. Because the separation tendency of the sample in space was not predicted so perfectly, the requests to the crews of the space shuttle was needed for selecting the fractions to be separated. According to the three dimensional electropherogram (3DEP) figured out the electrophoresis behavior, we were able to recover those fractions and kept in the deep freezer until landing. This real-time monitoring of the electrophoresis was the first evidence during space electrophoresis experiments which was started at Apollo 14, 1974. Unfortunately, some troubles occurred by contamination of bubbles in space nevertheless the post flight analyses of the fractionated samples were succeeded. The DNAs estimated by the DNA probes were not isolated one but the migration tendencies were differ from each other. It was clear that certain parts of the process in this study are advanced; that is, the precise monitoring of the electrophoresis process in space was accomplished, in real-time, by using 3DEP. In addition, the detection of DNA of recovered samples indicates that all the processes during the study were kept to be free from biological contamination. These results were published in following paper and reviewed in the book.